Can we predict dispersal guilds based on the leaf-height-seed scheme in a disjunct cerrado woodland?
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Abstract
Although there have been advances in methods for extracting information about dispersal processes, it is still very difficult to measure them. Predicting dispersal groups using single readily-measured traits would facilitate the emergence of instructive comparisons among ecological strategies of plants and offer a path towards improved synthesis across field experiments. The leaf-height-seed scheme consists of three functional traits: specific leaf area, plant canopy height, and seed mass. We tested, applying logistic regression analysis, whether these traits are potential predictors of dispersal guilds in a disjunct cerrado woodland site in southeastern Brazil. According to our results, none of the plant traits studied could predict dispersal guild; this means that abiotically and biotically dispersed species showed similar values of specific leaf area, height, and seed mass. The species of both guilds exhibited sclerophyll, probably a result of the typical soil nutrient deficiency of cerrado, which also may have placed constraints upon plant canopy height regardless of the dispersal mode. In the cerrado, some abiotically dispersed trees might present higher than expected seed mass as support to the investment in high root-to-shoot ratio at the seedling stage. Seeds of bird-dispersed species are limited in size and mass because of the small size of most frugivorous birds. Since soil nutrient quality might contribute to the similarity between the dispersal guilds regarding the three traits of the scheme, other plant traits (e.g., root depth distribution and nutrient uptake strategy) that detail the former should be considered in future predictive studies.
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Podemos prever guildas de dispersão com base no esquema folha-altura-semente em um cerrado sensu stricto disjunto?

Resumo
Embora tenham ocorrido avanços nos métodos de aquisição de informações sobre os processos de dispersão, ainda é difícil medi-los. Predizer grupos de dispersão usando atributos simples e práticos facilitaria o aparecimento de comparações instrutivas entre as estratégias ecológicas das plantas e ofereceria um caminho em direção à síntese efetiva de experimentos de campo. O esquema Folha-Altura-Semente consiste em três atributos funcionais: área foliar específica, altura e massa da semente. Testamos, aplicando análise de regressão logística, se esses atributos são potenciais previsores das guildas de dispersão em uma área disjunta de cerrado sensu stricto no Sudeste brasileiro. Segundo os nossos resultados, nenhum dos atributos estudados pôde prever a guilda de dispersão. Isso significa que espécies abiótica e bioticamente dispersas apresentaram valores similares de área foliar específica, altura e massa da semente. As espécies de ambas as guildas exibiram esclerofilia, provavelmente um resultado da deficiência nutricional típica dos solos do cerrado, o que, por sua vez, pode ter limitado à altura das espécies independentemente do seu modo de dispersão. No cerrado, algumas árvores com dispersão abiótica podem apresentar sementes mais pesadas do que o esperado devido ao investimento em elevada razão raiz-caule no estádio de plântula. Sementes de espécies ornitocóricas são limitadas no seu tamanho e massa por causa do reduzido tamanho da maioria das aves frugívoras. Uma vez que a qualidade nutricional do solo do cerrado pode contribuir com a similaridade entre as guildas de dispersão no que diz respeito aos três atributos do esquema, outros atributos (por ex., distribuição da profundidade da raiz e estratégia de captação de nutrientes) que detalhem a primeira devem ser considerados em estudos futuros.
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1. Introduction

Seed dispersal is a multi-step process that links successive generations of plants (Fuentes, 2000), affects the rates of gene flow, and thus influences genetic structure within and among populations (Ouborg et al., 1999). Dispersal spectra vary from place to place (Willson et al., 1990), presumably because the relative merits of different dispersal modes are affected, among other factors, by attributes of the plant in question – e.g., seed size and plant height (Hughes et al., 1994). Although there have been advances in methods for extracting information about dispersal processes (Nathan and Muller-Landau, 2000), it is still very difficult to measure them (Nathan, 2001).

The use of functional traits is intended to understand and predict vegetation dynamics (Keddy, 1992), dealing with easy, inexpensive, and standardized variables (Cornelissen et al., 2003). According to Westoby (1998), plant ecology strategy schemes (PESSs) – the arrangement of species in categories or along a spectrum according to their ecological attributes – can describe the plant component of communities in terms of a limited number of ecological component types. The same author proposed a PESS for woody species consisting of three axes: 1) specific leaf area (SLA), area per unit dry mass, crucial to leaf longevity, mean residence time of nutrients, and soil nutrient adaptation; 2) height of the plant’s canopy at maturity, associated with competitive vigor and tolerance or avoidance of environmental (climatic, nutritional) stress; and 3) seed mass, which influences dispersal and establishment ability. The Leaf-Height-Seed (LHS) PESS has been used to discriminate ecological strategies from endemic plant species to widespread ones in rocky habitats (Lavergne et al., 2003), and to predict differently managed grasslands (Moog et al., 2005).

Since dispersal mode is influenced by other traits (Westoby et al., 1990; Leishman et al., 1995) and the dispersal process is difficult to sample, to predict dispersal groups using single readily-measured traits like the ones considered in the LHS scheme would facilitate the emergence of instructive comparisons among ecological strategies of plants – quantitatively assessed – and offer a path towards improved synthesis across field experiments (Westoby et al., 2002).

In Brazil, the savanna vegetation, called cerrado, occupied originally an area exceeded only by the Amazonian forest (Ratter et al., 1997). Although the continuous core area of the cerrado formation occurs in central Brazil, there are some extensions and disjunct areas in the southern region (Eiten, 1972). The cerrado vegetation presents a wide physiognomic variation that ranges from grasslands to closed woodlands (Coutinho, 1990). In São Paulo state, for example, closed woodlands are the most frequent physiognomy (Durigan et al., 2003).

We may define a dispersal guild as a functional group characterized by a certain dispersal agent of diaspores, with species dispersed by abiotic mechanisms (including anemo- and autochorous species) and species dispersed by biotic agents (zoochorous species; van der Pijl, 1972).

The height of the seed fall is an important factor related to abiotically dispersed species, because the slower the seed fall, the more efficient the dispersal of such species (Roth, 1987; Nathan et al., 2002; Tackenberg, 2003). As long as, in lower vegetation strata of cerrado woodlands with closed canopies, wind velocity is reduced, wind-dispersed species are associated with upper strata (Oliveira and Moreira, 1992). So, in terms of the LHS PESS, we expect, for closed cerrado woodlands, higher values of plant height and lower values of seed mass in species dispersed by abiotic mechanisms when compared to those dispersed by biotic ones.

SLA has a strong association with site irradiance – at higher irradiance sites, SLA is lower (Wright et al., 2005). Thus, for species dispersed by abiotic mechanisms, which are predominantly found in the upper strata of cerrado woodlands with closed canopies (Oliveira and Moreira, 1992) and consequently are supposed to face more irradiance, we expect lower values of SLA than for animal-dispersed species.

The aim of this study was to test whether traits of the LHS scheme are potential predictors of dispersal guilds. In other words, we tried to answer the following question: considering the LHS scheme, do the species dispersed by abiotic means present different ecological strategies than species dispersed by animals?

2. Material and Methods

We carried out our study in a cerrado site, at Itirapina, São Paulo State, southeastern Brazil (22° 12’-22°13’S and 47° 50’-47° 51’W). Following Coutinho (1990), the site is classified as cerrado sensu stricto, which is a woodland according to Sarmiento (1984), and presents a rather closed canopy. The climate is Köppen’s (1948) Cwa, that is, macrothermic temperate with rainy summers and not severely dry winters. We gathered data of rainfall and temperature (from January to September 2004) at the Climatological Station of the University of São Paulo (CHREA-EESC-USP), São Carlos, São Paulo State. In the rainy season (October to March), based on data from January to March 2004, the monthly average rainfall is around 213 mm, and the mean temperature ranges from 18 to 30 °C. In the dry season (April to September), monthly average rainfall lies around 55 mm, and the mean temperature ranges from 11 to 26 °C. The soil in the region is classified as sandy soil – Quartzipsamment (Oliveira and Prado, 1984; Embrapa, 1999). The area belongs to the São Paulo State Forestry Institute, is surrounded by Pinus spp. and Eucalyptus spp. plantations, and has been protected from fire for approximately 20 years.

Each month, from May 2004 to April 2005, we surveyed 100 5 x 5 m quadrats, randomly selected from a 200 quadrat grid. In each survey, we recorded the iden-
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We identified each individual in field or, when necessary, by collecting samples for subsequent comparison with material at the Federal University of São Carlos herbarium (Hufscar) or identification keys based on vegetative characters (Batalha et al., 1998; Batalha and Mantovani, 1999).

Of all woody species sampled, we selected those with at least ten individuals (Cornelissen et al., 2003) and that fruited during the sampling period. In addition, we collected fruits of three species (Bauhinia rufa Steud., Dalbergia miscolobium Benth., and Didymopanax vinosum March.), which had at least ten individuals in Itirapina but did not fruit there, in a nearby cerrado reserve (21° 58'-22° 00' S and 47° 51'-47° 52' W), São Carlos, Brazil (approximately 25 km from the other site). In this reserve, we used the walking-and-gathering method with monthly observations, during the sampling period, along trails including two cerrado physiognomies found in the reserve – campo cerrado and cerrado sensu stricto (Coutinho, 1990).

We classified the sampled species according to two dispersal guilds: 1) species dispersed by abiotic mechanisms, which included anemochorous species (with winged seeds, plumes, or other wind-dispersed features) and autochorous species (dispersed entirely by free fall or propelled explosively by a fruit that opens suddenly); and 2) species dispersed by biotic mechanisms, or zoochorous species, with diaspores attached to a fleshy pulp, aril, or other features typically associated with animal dispersal agents (van der Pijl, 1972).

We defined and measured plant height, specific leaf area (SLA), and seed mass following Cornelissen et al.’s (2003) protocol. We measured plant canopy height in ten individuals per species, randomly sampled, using a telescopic stick. From ten individuals per species, randomly sampled, we collected 20 leaves (two leaves from each individual), took digital pictures of each leaf, and measured its area with the ImageJ 1.34 software (Rasband, 2004). After area measurement, we placed each leaf sample in the oven at 80 °C for 48 hours, and then we weighed the dry mass. The average SLA for each individual plant was one statistical observation. We collected 100 seeds from at least three individuals per species and used an analytical balance to measure the mass. We took randomly ten seeds per species to do the statistical analyses.

We applied logistic regression analysis (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989; Ryan, 1997) to test whether SLA, plant height, and seed mass could predict dispersal guild. First, we divided the total sample randomly into two subsamples, the analysis sample and the validation sample, following a proportionately stratified sampling procedure to make the analysis (Hair et al., 1998). The analysis sample and the validation sample comprised 60 and 40 percent, respectively, of the total sample. For each species considered, we sampled randomly six individuals for the analysis sample and four individuals for the validation sample to keep the same number of individuals of each species. Then, we modeled the relationship between the binary response variable (one = abiotic dispersal guild; zero = biotic dispersal guild) and each of the explanatory variables (univariate analyses). Before conducting the multivariate analysis (multiple logistic regression), we checked whether SLA, plant height, and seed mass were correlated, applying the Spearman correlation test (Sokal and Rohlf, 1994). For the assessment of the significance of the models, we used the likelihood ratio test and the Wald statistic (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989; Hair et al., 1998). For the measurement of the goodness of fit of the final model, we intended to use: 1) the “Nagelkerke R²”, the only measure of goodness of fit calculated using the analysis data set; 2) the correct classification rate (CCR) with a cutoff value based on the proportion of 1’s; 3) the Pearson residuals; 4) the deviance residuals; and 5) the Hosmer and Lemeshow test (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989; Neter et al., 1989; Ryan, 1997). We conducted statistical analyses using the Statistica version 6.0 software (StatSoft, 2001).

### 3. Results

We found 11 species that fruited during the sampling period with at least ten individuals, three of which dispersed by abiotic means and eight, by biotic means (Table 1). Thus, the total sample comprised 110 individuals, 30 dispersed by abiotic means and 80 dispersed by biotic means. The analysis sample considered 66 individuals (60% of the total sample), 18 for the abiotic guild and 48 for the biotic guild, and the validation sample dealt with 44 individuals (40% of the total sample), 12 for the abiotic guild and 32 for the biotic guild. Concerning the univariate analyses, the SLA model was not significant, but the plant height and the seed mass models were significantly related to dispersal guild (Table 2). Building the multivariate model was not possible, because plant height and seed mass variables were correlated ($r = 0.36; P = 0.003$), considering the analysis data set. We proceeded the analysis by calculating the several measures of goodness of fit of the significant univariate models (the plant height and the seed mass models).

The R² values were 0.14 and 0.40 for the plant height and the seed mass models, respectively. The CCR of the plant height model was 70.45 percent, with 50.00 percent of the abiotic dispersal group and 78.12 percent of the biotic dispersal group being correctly classified. For the seed mass model, the CCR was 65.91 percent, with 41.67 percent of the abiotic dispersal group and 75.00 percent of the biotic dispersal group being correctly classified. The Pearson and the deviance tests were significant neither to the plant height model [$X^2 = 51.13 (0.10 < P < 0.25); D = 48.89 (0.10 < P < 0.25)$, respectively]
nor to the seed mass model \[X^2 = 44.61 (0.25 < P < 0.50); D = 41.50 (0.25 < P < 0.50), \text{respectively}.\]

We did not proceed with the Hosmer and Lemeshow test in both models, because none of the frequencies estimated by such models was higher than five and because there were several expected frequencies lower than one (see Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989). In summary, none of the studied variables could predict dispersal guild.

4. Discussion

We observed, during a one-year period, more biotically than abiotically dispersed species fruiting in the woody component of the cerrado, which is expected, since the cerrado woody component is characterized by a higher proportion of zoochorous species, especially in rather closed physiognomies such as the one we studied (Batalha and Martins, 2004). None of the studied variables – SLA, plant height, and seed mass – could predict dispersal guild in the community studied.

Differences in SLA for plants in high-and low-light habitats may represent adaptive adjustments in leaf morphology for maximizing light interception in the shade and minimizing water loss in the sun (Larcher, 1995). For cerrado trees, soil water availability per se does not limit their transpiration, but high atmospheric evaporative demand and hydraulic constraints possibly arising from their deep root habit do (Meinzer et al., 1999). Similar adaptive adjustments in SLA of the cerrado woody species studied may be a consequence of their similar canopy heights – abiotically and biotically dispersed species occupying similar stratum in the dense woodland site, which may indicate that there are no differences in their habitats regarding light availability. Similar adjustments in SLA of both dispersal guilds should be modulated, at least in part, by similar light availability, since site to site variation in light availability is the main factor that determines the photosynthetic photon flux density absorbed per unit leaf area by individual plants (Valladares et al., 2002).

Moreover, since plant height is a positive predictor of pathogen attack among cerrado plant species (Marquis et al., 2001), trees with similar canopy heights may intercept the same number of wind-borne spores, which would
influence homogeneously SLA. Leaf toughness is another trait that should contribute to the non-difference of SLA, since leaves of cerrado species are generally tough or sclerophyllous (Marquis et al., 2001). Sclerophyll in cerrado plants has been related to soil nutrient deficiency, which limits their growth and could lead them to accumulate carbohydrates as mechanical structures, such as cellulose depositions, thick cuticle, and sclerenchyma (Arens, 1958). According to such a postulate, high light levels and lack of water stress would result in an abundance of assimilated CO$_2$, consumed in the production of structural elements in the leaves because of low availability of nutrients for growth.

The two cerrado dispersal guilds did not differ in their plant canopy heights either. The closed canopy of the studied site suggests an increased competition for light, which would favour increased investment in height growth (Givnish, 1982). Indeed, along the cerrado physiognomic gradient, from pure grassland to woodland with a closed canopy, mean and maximum tree height increase (Castro and Kauffman, 1998). In the community we studied, species from distinct dispersal guilds seem to behave similarly in regard to the running for light in terms of height. Species with abiotic dispersal usually have smaller seeds than species dispersed by animals (Moles et al., 2005). However, we found similar seed mass irrespective of the dispersal group, a result influenced by the higher than expected seed mass values of the species dispersed by abiotic mechanisms and by the lower than expected seed mass values of the zoocchorous group. Similar to Hughes et al. (1994), who analyzed temperate floras, most seeds in a tropical community like the one we studied are between 0.1 and 100 mg, a range within which all of the dispersal modes are feasible. One may suggest that the non-difference found between the dispersal guilds regarding the seed mass is a consequence of phylogenetic constraint, given that the three species comprising the abiotically dispersed guild are of the same family, that is, Fabaceae. Although seed mass is related to phylogeny, it could vary considerably within taxonomic groups, and there are no hard constraints to the evolution of seed masses much higher or lower than group means; these outliers contradict intrinsic phylogenetic constraint (Lord et al., 1995).

In the cerrado, some abiotically dispersed trees might present higher than expected seed mass to invest in high root-to-shoot ratio of biomass allocation at the seedling stage (Sassaki and Felippe, 1999; Moreira and Klink, 2000). The high root-to-shoot ratio seems to be an adaptation to withstand the dry season during the first stages of life (Rizzini, 1965), to resprout from underground organs after fire at the adult stage (Franco, 1998), and to withstand the low soil nutrient content (Lilienfein et al., 2001).

All zoocchorous species that fruited in the study period were bird-dispersed (Gottsberger and Silberbauer-Gottsberger, 1983; Silva-Júnior, 2005), whose seeds are not typically large (Howe and Westley, 1991; Kay, 1992). The ornithochorous species accurately represents the zoocchorous guild, since birds form the most important group of frugivores (Kay, 1992). In another disjoint cerrado site, Gottsberger and Silberbauer-Gottsberger (1983) observed that, among trees, most species were dispersed by birds. Plant species with zoocchorous dispersal may target birds more often than mammals and other animals because of the higher species richness of the former (Wilson et al., 1989).

The small size of most frugivorous birds places an ecologically important limit on the size and mass of bird-dispersed seeds (Kay, 1992). Not only are birds sensitive to the amount of ballast that they carry and tend to prefer trees with small fruits, but also trees with high ratios of edible aril to indigestible seed show the greatest removal success, especially during periods of fruit scarcity (Howe and Westley, 1991). Additionally, in the cerrado, some plants associated with vertebrate dispersers, especially birds, may have their diasporas collected by ants (Gottsberger and Silberbauer-Gottsberger, 1983; Leal and Oliveira, 1998). Their seeds may benefit from being dropped by ants in safe spots beneath the leaf litter, where more appropriate microconditions, such as moisture, temperature, and nutrients, favor seed germination (Harper, 1977; Horvitz, 1981). Pulp and aril removal from fruits of some bird-dispersed species of cerrado results in increased germination success for these species, probably because it reduces fungal attack on them (Leal and Oliveira, 1998).

Our study indicated that the dispersal groups sampled in a southern cerrado woodland cannot be predicted by the traits of the LHS scheme. In other words, the species dispersed by abiotic means did not present different ecological strategies from species dispersed by animals, considering the LHS scheme. As suggested by Westoby et al. (2002), the number of traits as predictors of ecological behavior does not need to stop at three. Because soil nutrient quality might contribute to the similarity between the dispersal guilds regarding the three traits of the scheme – leading to sclerophyllous leaves, plants similarly constrained in height, and seeds abiotically dispersed with a more than expected mass –, other plant traits that detail soil nutrient quality (e.g., root depth distribution and nutrient uptake strategy) should be taken into account in future predictive studies. Also, the importance of bird-dispersed species in the zoocchorous group of cerrado points out that a more detailed classification of the biotically dispersed one would help to clarify the relationship between dispersers and plant traits, especially seed mass.

Although our predictions were clear and based on a reasonable number of observations (Hair et al., 1998), our study considered a small number of species. Therefore, forthcoming studies on the relationship of plant traits and dispersal guilds with a larger number of species would reach more accurate predictions of the ecological strategies of groups with particular ecological affinities.
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